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The 1930s and the 1950s: 

Meridel Le Sueur and Susan Toth Remember 

,, e subject of this paper is how two strikingly different 

~j - decades in the twentieth century-the 1930s and the 

1950s-are remembered by two Minnesota writers. I wish 

to contrast these decades as they are remembered in two works. 

Meridel Le Sueur's The Girl, (1978 and revised in 1990) a short 

novel, recounts what a young female remembers of the depression 

decade in St. Paul. Though a novel, the memories of the Girl are 

mostly autobiographical. Susan Toth's Blooming, (1978) recounts 

her memory of "a small-town girlhood," in Ames, Iowa, in the 1950s. 

Both Le Sueur and Toth were born in Iowa, Toth in Ames, and Le 

Sueur in Murray, a town of about 700, seventy miles south of Ames. 

Both eventually became Minnesotans. Le Sueur was born in 1900; 

Toth was born forty years later. Toth grew up in a comfortable but by 

no means wealthy Middle Class household. Her father had died; to 

support the family Toth's mother taught composition at Iowa State 

University. 

The daughter of an itinerant preacher, Le Sueur never lived long in 

one place-Toth did not leave Ames until she went away to college

but moved with him to various places in the Midwest. When her 

father divorced Le Sueur's mother because she was entertaining 

dangerous ideas, Meridel's mother began lecturing throughout the 

Midwest on the rights of women. For a time she became an English 

teacher at the People's College in Fort Scott, Kansas, where she met 

and later married Arthur Le Sueur, a radical socialist lawyer from 

Minnesota, a member of the IWW, who defended anarchists and 
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pacifists and exposed the illegal practices of the U.S. Department of 

Justice. 

After a year of high school in St. Paul, Meridel's mother sent her to 

the American Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York where she 

lived in an anarchist commune with Emma Goldman. 

"What was it like in the old days?" Susan Toth's daughter asks 

her. By the old days she means the 1950s when Susan was growing 

up in the sleepy college town of Ames, Iowa. Toth admits to some 

difficulty in trying to explain what it was like in those days which 

have disappeared into "the irretrievable past that seems only faintly 

credible to those who did not live it." (p. 1) 

Like Susan Toth, Meridel Le Sueur's Girl wants to remember the 

past that seems even less credible than Toth's to those who did not 

live it. The Girl, too, finds it difficult to make the reader understand 

her memories. She is not sure that anyone can tell you what the city 

was like or how the impoverished lived. "No one can tell you," The 

Girl writes. Only those who have been there can know the "whole 

city and the way it is and the way those in it can be together. This you 

can't know, or be at home with, until you have lived it." [102] 

Still The Girl's good friend Amelia is convinced that 

"Memory is all we got. We got to remember everything. It is the 

glory, the glory. We got to remember to be able to fight. Got to write 

down the names. Make a list. Nobody can be forgotten. They know 

if we don't remember we can't point them out. They got their guilt 

wiped out. The last thing they take is memory." 

"Remember the breasts of your mothers," Amelia says to another 

girl. "O mama help us now. Clara remember your mama like you 

told me, going from city to city, to lousy jobs and getting children 

and taking them on her back, and locking them in rooms while she 

waited on tables, did laundry. Clara you got to remember your mama. 
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I'll help you." [126]. 

Le Sueur remembers in order to keep the past alive. So does Toth. 

But it is a very different past. And Le Sueur wants to remember the 

past for a very different reason. Le Sueur wants to remember the 

past in order to fight against injustice. Toth wants to remember the 

past so that she can recapture those growing up days in peaceful 

Ames. Le Sueur wants to remember in order to commemorate the 

mothers. In a sense so does Toth. But Toth's mother, though a widow 

and responsible for rearing a family of two girls, nevertheless does 

not worry about where the bread is coming from, does not worry 

about girls she will never see again or even hear from, does not worry 

that they will not become prostitutes to stay alive. For Toth the past 

is nostalgia. For Le Sueur it is a motivating force to face and fight 

evil and injustice and hunger and worry. 

In invoking their very different pasts, what the two remember is 

remarkably different. Toth remembers her adolescence fondly. She 

remembers what were big events for her. She remembers when Ames 

in her sophomore year won the state basketball championship, beating 

Marshall High School in seven overtimes. "Most of us sophomores 

felt nothing so important could happen to us again." [5] The Girl 

remembers that Butch, her boy friend, was a good baseball player, 

but she is more concerned that he get a good, honest job. Susan 

remembers going shopping for the senior prom in Ames and Des 

Moines and Cedar Rapids. The Girl remembers barely having enough 

clothes to wear. 

Susan is defined by her small town with its one family homes, its 

library, university, country club and swimming pool. Poverty and 

deprivation define the Girl. She doesn't have access to books, often 

does not have enough to eat and lives in a squalid unkempt apartment 

house. Susan is thrilled to discover movie magazines; The Girl is 
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excited to find pamphlets agitating for milk for pregnant women. 

Susan goes to parties. She has cokes at the Rainbow cafe. The Girl, 

on the other hand, has no social life. 

Susan has time to look at the landscape. Susan's creek near Ames 

is cool, and she can splash in it and throw stones and watch leaves 

float on it and sit down on its pebbly bottom. The Girl has time only 

to memorize the unsightly streets of St. Paul. 

Both remember the town in which they lived. The Girl leaves her 

home to go to St. Paul, a turbulent, impoverished place, where she 

has to scrounge to live at all. St Paul is not Toth's Ames where "nothing 

seemed to happen," [17] and where on slow nights Susan and her 

friend Charlie go "to the station to watch the trains come in." [19] 

In Ames Susan knows where she is. She knows the landscape, and 

feels comfortable in it. "We thought the small center of our universe 

was stable and secure. If we knew little else, we certainly did know 

Ames" with its plainly laid out streets, most of them on the grid, hard 

to get lost in, Ames with its university, two business districts, two 

junior high schools, a senior high, a hospital, familiar houses, schools, 

stores, the A&W Root beer stand, the Maid-Rite, the Ranch Drive In 

and home. When The Girl arrives in St. Paul she sees no familiar 

landmarks. She does not know where she is going as she walks the 

streets trying to avoid the plainclothesmen and police matrons who 

might pick her up to sterilize her or send her to the women's prison. 

Later she becomes as well acquainted with the streets of St. Paul as 

Toth does with the streets of Ames. The streets, "once only something 

you walked through to get someplace else," now are her home, and 

she walks around, walks in stores, waits in the relief office to see the 

caseworker, feeling close to the people she sees. "I don't know them," 

she writes," yet "I know them all." [107] 

Still St. Paul streets never achieve the familiarity for The Girl that 
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Ames streets do for Susan. Even after she knows the streets intimately, 

The Girl asks, "What can comfort you on those streets?" [102] At 

first there was no comfort there, but as she experienced together with 

her friends the pangs of hunger, the pain of illness, she learns to see 

the streets as they are: sometimes violent and cruel but often filled 

with fellow sufferers who are willing to share what they have. 

Both remember where they lived. Unlike Susan, The Girl has no 

permanent home, but stays in a deserted apartment house in St. Paul 

with other homeless, helpless, hungry friends. The dark halls of the 

apartment house, full of rubbish, apple cores, cigarette butts, crusts 

of bread, old shoes, are lit only by dim lights barely penetrating the 

dark halls. The unsavory, bedbug-infested rooms contrast sharply with 

Susan's neat one family home. Behind the apartment walls women 

cry a lot; at night they rock a lot. Behind the walls of the Allen house 
' 

Susan's mother grades freshman themes. In the alleys of the 

apartments there are heaps of ashes, garbage, muddy water thawing 

from the black snow heaps. Green lawns and flowers surround Susan's 

house. 

Both remember the men in their lives. Susan remembers the image 

of Ames High School girls of the husband hovering close, perhaps 

with his hand protectively on her shoulder." [2] She remembers high 

school courtship as "meticulously slow, progressing through inquiry, 

phone calls, planned encounters in public places, double or triple 

dates, single dates, hand-holding, and finally a good night kiss. I 

assumed it probably ended there, but I didn't know. I had never gotten 

that far." [52] 

The Girl remembers Butch, crude, rough, who like most men who 

visit the girls "fear authentic relationships and even doubt their 

existence." The Girl and her friends remember the men who "wear 

you out, they work you to death, they wear you out on the billet, in 
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the mill, the factory." [120] The Girl remembers that Butch threatens 

to "beat the shit out of her" [35] and that he gets mad and slaps her 

[50]. But Butch is the father of the girl's unborn child, and she 

remembers him, remembers how he loved her almost indifferently 

and how she "loved him in a terrible way," remembers "the awful 

wonderful need to enter each other, not to be single, alone, hankering." 

She comes out of her first experience with sex from the foul hotel "as 

out of hole of hell but also the meadows of heaven." [45] 

Susan remembers few, if any, battered women or children in Ames. 

If there were any, they were discretely hidden. The Girl and her friends 

accept the beatings from their men. 

The Girl loves Butch enough to drive the get-away car after he 

joins his friends in an aborted bank robbery. Butch is the only one to 

escape to the car, and she drives him toward the Iowa border, staying 

with him until he dies. 

Both remember the more seamy side of life. The Girl knows the 

seamy side intimately. The Girl is acquainted with murder and 

murderers. Ganz, Hoinck, Butch and other people she knows are 

murdered. Susan remembers the seamy side from the outside. that 

there had once been a murder in Ames. It happened long ago to 

"someone we didn't know, a man who hadn't lived in Ames long, to 

a man who had somehow accumulated gambling debts and was found 

one night shot to death at the Round-up Motel." The Girl remembers 

seeing Butch shoot one of his friends, after the friend had shot and 

killed another of the gang at the attempted burglary. 

The Girl is familiar with prostitutes. Her best friend, Clara, regularly 

sells her body for bread, and to get much needed money; the Girl on 

occasion sells hers. Susan remembers only one prostitute in Ames. 

Both remember what they eat and drink. Susan remembers drinking 

cokes at the Rainbow Cafe; The Girl remembers not having a nickel 
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for coffee or for a quart of milk. Susan remembers Christmas dinners: 

putting on her Sunday best, playing games, and focusing on food: 

"Holiday dinner was served in mid-afternoon, when everyone was 

hungry from long-ago breakfast. The men relaxed for a half hour 

with martinis or sherry while, with a flurry in the kitchen, women 

unpacked their pies or salads or rolls .... When we heard the call for 

dinner, we scurried to find our seats near the children we currently 

liked and far from our own parents, who might regulate what we 

were allowed to eat. "Dinners were long, and we ate like gluttons, 

stuffing as many helpings of everything into our groaning stomachs 

as possible." [168] 

The Girl knows more about hunger than about surfeit. She knows 

about all kinds of hunger: "I want the earth; I want meat, bread, 

children. I am starving. I am sitting here starving." [43]. 

The Girl's memory of Christmas Eve is different from Susan's. 

She remembers waiting with others in the park for a Christmas meal, 

"the wind like a wolf biting my stomach" [55], the hungry men bent 

"over themselves like broken sticks spitting in the dark,"[55] while 

the men coming into the park were "black looking, like they had 

been burned to a crisp."[56] Later, when the Christmas tree lights 

came on, the lights "showed the thin charred men standing on the 

hollow stalks of their body."[58] As the girl waits with the other 

hungry people for the Christmas meal which never came "hunger 

and pain rose in her throat and burst behind her eyes like a rocket." 

[57] 

Both Toth and The Girl look to the future. In the fifties Susan 

standing on Highway 30 was sure that it would take her to another 

world, that on this highway which crossed the country, she would 

someday cross the country. The Girl sees no way out of the slums in 

which she finds herself; yet as she looks at the tiny face of her new-
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born daughter she can say: "Now I could cup her tiny bright head. I 

cried out. She had the tiny face of my mother. Like in a mirror." 

The Girl's hope is in the indomitable spirit of the dispossessed. 

She has every reason to despair, but she sees the future in the past: 

"O girl," she says to the bundle and gives her full breast of milk." 

[132] 

Both wonder who they are. Susan Allen Toth, approximately the 

same age as Le Sueur"s girl, identifies herself to her classmates at 

Smith: "Yes, I'm a freshman," and takes a deep breath and adds: 

"I'm Sue Allen from Ames, Iowa.' That was all there was to say." [227] 

The Girl walking late one night with her friends, without a nickel to 

call a hospital if her baby was to be born, surrounded by others also 

without nickels or even two cents, wondering who they are, discovers, 

after her child is born who she is: a mother with a full breast of milk 

to give to a new life, a woman with a "great lousy beautiful and 

terrible life." [ 126] 

The two decades are indeed different, very different. The Girl and 

Susan's memories are sharply different. Much happened to change 

American life in the intervening decade. America had fought a war 

in Europe and developed the world's most affluent society. By the 

1950s the anger of The Girl had, for most Americans, turned to civility; 

poverty had for many become abundance; dirt has given way to 

cleanliness; hovels to homes; booya to ham and roast beef; bootleg 

whiskey to sherry; rowdiness to respectability; violence to tranquility. 

Toth .remembers; Le Sueur remembers; they help us remember. A 

generation which revels in Megamalls is reminded that small main 

streets are not necessarily stultifying. A generation that watches hours 

of TV is reminded that there are still quite sanctuaries in public 

libraries in Ames and elsewhere where, Susan felt, she would be told 

everything she needed to know. 
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Even more important, a generation that takes pride in distinguishing 

Espresso from Cappeccino or even Folgers from Maxwell House is 

reminded of that time when many were without the nickel to buy a 

cup of coffee. A generation that lives, mostly, in warm homes with 

central heat is reminded what it was like in cold, often unheated, 

rooms when it was snowing and the temperature would drop below 

zero. Le Sueur's novel can help us, at least vicariously, to live for a 

while The Girl's life, to share her courage. 

Both Toth and Le Sueur share their memories, different as they are. 

Both know that to erase these memories is to erase an essential part 

of their-and our-past. Both know that we cannot know who are 

unless we know who we have been. Both know that memories are 

essential in creating and maintaining community. 

Toth's memories are pleasant; they do not disturb us. Le Sueur's 

memories are unpleasant; they disturb us. Still there is an earthiness, 

a pungency, a vigor in Le Sueur's memories. They have the urgency 

of the hungry thirties. Sometimes Toth's memories seem pallid in 

comparison with The Girl's. Sometimes they seem smug and self

satisfied, complacent, like the decade itself. Still, I think, we prefer 

the memories ofToth's fifties. I suspect we need both. 
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Lindsay Carlson 

Benedick's Insight in Shakespeare's 
Much Ado About Nothing 

• 

he accusation of Hero during the marriage ceremony and 

the events which follow show Benedick in a different light. 

When his two friends Don Pedro, the Prince of Aragon, 

and Claudio, whom Hero was to marry, join in the condemnation of 

Hero as unfaithful, Benedick disbelieves the accusations and urges 

them to reconsider their position. When Beatrice asks him to kill 

Claudio for dishonoring her cousin, he is somewhat reluctant, yet 

agrees to challenge him and to break his ties with Don Pedro and 

Claudio for her. He does this as a result of a few different interrelated 

events and decisions: he has realized his love for Beatrice and wants 

to prove he will do anything for her, he knows the personalities and 

tendencies of Don John and Claudio, and his character is such that he 

is more likely than the other males to defend Hero. 

The most significant reason why Benedick defends Hero and agrees 

to challenge Claudio is that he loves Beatrice. Even while he 

proclaimed, "I will live a bachelor," to Claudio and Don Pedro in the 

beginning, he was in love with her, but he was also in denial. He 

displayed his supposed disgust of marriage and being married to the 

world. Beatrice also displays the same disgust. Their witty banter is, 

according to Carol Thomas Neely, an expression of "the anxieties 

about loss of power through sexuality, love, and marriage." Neither 

of them really are disgusted by those things; rather they are too proud 

to lose power by engaging in them until they know that their feelings 

will be reciprocated. When Beatrice dances with him and insults him, 

without knowing that it was he who was behind the mask, he is hurt. 

This is proven when looking at his reactions to her words: he says he 

"would not marry her though she were endowed with all that Adam 

had left him before he transgressed" rather do the impossible and 

risk his life than "hold three words' conference with this harpy."1 He 

doesn't realize it, but he has brought up the subject of marriage to 

Beatrice out of the blue, indicating he has been thinking about such a 

proposal. He also overreacts in a blatant display of pride, deciding 
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